
“Panda Express, Starbucks
and the library because we

meet there for group projects.”
-Brandon Kouch

“Main Street.”
-Crystal Solis

“Crane Sushi is the place I
would miss the most because I really 

like sushi.”  
-Chien Yu

“I would probably miss
Alondra’s and Factory Tea

Bar the most because most of
my memories are there.”

-Colleen Chau

“Cha for Tea and Attic!
I love Cha for Tea drinks
and the shoes at Attic.”

-Rhonda Yen

“I am going to miss the fountain
behind Lovebirds because I have

good memories from there with my
girlfriend, Tiffani Velasquez.”

-Maximillian Medina IV“[My favorite place is] Tea Barrel because
I love their tea. I love all tea places,

[but this is my favorite] because I went
there to study with friends and hang out
after tennis practices and games all the

time.”
-Tracy Trinh

    The clock strikes a quarter past nine and a blank Microsoft Word document presents itself to 
me. To be honest, I had contemplated putting it off and starting this article in the wee hours of 
the night. I am sure that the upperclassmen can sympathize with me as we all know that senioritis 
seems to be hitting its peak right now. However, this is not merely an assignment, but rather a self-
evaluation. With less than a month of school remaining, the desire to relax and let the days float by 
enters one’s mind. Unfortunately, the reality is that this internal battle is not over yet, and probably 
will not be for decades to come. The only time one should start cruising is during retirement years.
     My four years at Alhambra High have been life-changing. I moved to this city in first grade, but 
immediately learned to love it. I have experienced regret, kindness, joy and every other emotion 
one can possibly think of. But most of all, I felt a sort of bond and that is something I am surely go-
ing to reminisce upon. The people I have met are incredible and each person I have encountered 
fills a space in my heart. I like to think that my life is like a puzzle and individuals are the pieces that 
play an equally significant role in creating who I am today. I cannot believe the next step of my 
journey to college is up ahead. 
     I am going to miss those people that have helped shape who I am. I am grateful for my friends, 
teachers, coaches, teammates and even those who do not know me well, but smile or wave 
when we walk past each other. Even the smallest actions have influenced me and I have learned 
how to stay strong in the toughest times. With the knowledge and wisdom that I have gained, I will 
apply it to everything that I do and put in all that I can in the future.
     I am going to miss the places I’ve been. I mean, where else I can go for Jenga and great drinks 
but at the bustling Factory Tea Bar? How about the Tuesday specials at Thai Purple or satisfying my 
sweet-tooth cravings at Candy Chef? I can’t forget about the delicious Menchie’s frozen yogurt 
place conveniently located near the Edwards Renaissance theater either. The 626 is filled with 
great food and entertainment, as well as locations where Youtube celebrities film at! 
     Finally, I am going to miss the details that surround me, but are often forgotten in the rush of 
living. The rumbling of car engines, the temporarily shocking vibrations from the trains that easily 
enter and silently leave Alhambra, the breathtaking lights of Main and Valley that can be seen 
from miles away and the soft cricket chirpings that remind us of the rest we must all eventually 
take in our endless pursuit of all that life has to offer … 
     Who knows if there will be all these at the university I will be attending? The future is unclear, but 
there is one thing that I am certain— “A-town” will always be my town, along with many others. 
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“I will miss my bed because I have been sleeping in it every 
day for 18 years and it is very comfortable. I will miss the 
Chinese food and restaurants because they taste very good and 
tastes different from other places. I will miss my friends be-
cause I have spent so much time with them and made a lot of 
memories but we are now going our separate ways.”  
–Jason Wong

“My friends here in Alhambra. I know for sure I will miss that I 
take for granted all the awesome places close by around school.” 
–Anthony Le

“Alhambra High, the dance team and the dance room.” 
–Perla Gonzalez

“The school because of fond memories 
like hanging out with friends.” 
–Guang Pang
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“I really like to go to
places like Lollicup for
the drinks.”
              - Jia Yu

“I’ll miss going to Lollicup,
rewarding myself with
boba with work I didn’t 

do.”
-Jenny Loi

“The food places because
they are so diverse
compared to other

areas.” 
-Ronnie Chan

“For sure Noodle World, the boba, the
Asian-ness of this encompasses every-

thing Alhambra means to me. Alhambra
instilled an understanding and apprecia-

tion of a foreign culture I have
felt honored to know.” 

-Amber Castro

“Noodle World and
just the area in general

because I grew up here.”
-Dante Principe “My mom’s cooking! I would

miss boba places such as
Half and Half. I just love it
and I cannot get sick of it!”

-Condy Kan

“Friends and the abundance
of Chinese restaurants

and boba shops.”
-Rose Zheng

“The Asian food on
Valley.” 

 -Devonne Hwang 

“All the pho places because
I love noodles!”

-Phoebe Li

“I will miss the variety of
places to eat and get drinks

like pho restaurants. Also I will 
miss how people are so friendly 

here and it’s a nice environment.”
 -Karen Tsuchihara

“Honestly…all the boba places
we have. There are lots of

boba places around the 626
area! But my all-time favorite

is AU-79.” 
-Lucy Wang

“I like how there is access to
Asian marketplaces and restau-
rants. Other areas such as Santa

Barbara lack [them] that so I
will miss them.”
 -Sandy Vuong

“I would miss how convenient
Alhambra is--all the restaurants,
boba shops and supermarkets.

I can’t just name one
thing…there’s so much I love

about the 626.” 
- Allison Lee

“I will miss the park because
I like to play tennis there and
I am sad to think I won’t be

able to next year.”
-Takayo Hiraki

“Boba milk tea!”
-Christina Luu


